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Tablets are coming to more
restaurants in the USA!
Tablets...tablets...tablets all over Europe, BUT
only a few here in the USA. For many years
now, Europe has embraced the tablet. “Mom
and Pop” restaurants as well as the larger estab-
lishments are using tablets or mobile phones.

Finally, we are starting to see among our U.S.
customers more and more orders for tablets or
mobile phones. Hand-held devices not only
help with table turn and speed of service, they
also allow the server to become a "one-stop
shop". The server controls the order process
and helps control the money with software that
prevents credit card fraud.

With today’s lower price
points on tablets, as well as
the money-saving benefits
several tablets on your
network can provide,
hand-held devices will

make your establishment more profitable and
give customers quicker service and
financial security.

New Era of Smart Dining
“Smart dining” has begun. What changed? The
commercialization of the mobile phone and tablet
made the use of rich software applications easy for
consumers through simple touch gestures. Finally
we could experience the magic of great software on
Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android.

It was only a matter of time before this explosion of
technology would find its way into the restaurant
industry. The National Restaurant Association
recently announced that as many as 63 percent of
restaurant guests rely on tech to place orders,
make reservations, look up restaurant loca-
tions, view menus and nutritional information.
This number only seems likely to increase as millen-
nials, enter the workplace and start to expand their
purchasing power and market influence.

Guests do not simply interact through human
engagement and physical interfaces like paper
menus, but also through virtual interfaces like
tablets and mobile phones. While some may
lament a perceived decline in human interac-
tion, smart-dining era waitstaff are unshackled
from rote tasks (like remembering burger
toppings) and able to focus on more personal
interactions with guests. Restaurant operators
can also make data-driven decisions that account for
their back-of-house, employee performance and
guest demands. Guests enjoy more control and
convenience, with powerful tools like diet and
nutrition information at their fingertips.

Restaurants need to wholeheartedly embrace
smart dining or risk their brands becoming
stale. Consumers today expect speed, convenience
and modernity. While operators may switch out their
POS systems once a decade, consumers are more
accustomed to upgrading phone and tablets every
year. How will they react when some restaurants offer
experiences that are obsolete?

It’s an exciting time to be involved in food hospitality;
future generations will look back and see the advent
of this “smart dining” era as a pivotal turning point in
the industry’s long and storied history.
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NEWS NOTES:
• LYFE Kitchen, which recently opened a
new restaurant in Dallas, is confident that
they have the technology they need to build
250 locations in the next five years.

• Apple-Metro, has opened a new Pizza
Studio restaurant in the Bronx – the first
Pizza Studio restaurant on the East Coast.

• Amsterdam Falafelshop brought the ex-
citing flavors of Europe and the Middle East
first to Washington DC, and now to Boston
area (Davis Square) and Somerville MA.
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